BRAZE-ON MODEL INSTALLATION
1. Measure distance between the center of the
BB or crank spindle and bottom of braze-on
tab (FIG A). Consult the compatibility matrix
(right) to ensure you have your desired
compatibility before proceeding.
2. With the guide piece in place and located at
the top of the backplate, mount the bracket to
the braze-on tab as high in the slot as possible
(for best system rigidity). Tighten the mounting
bolt to 4-5 Nm.
3. Align the guide laterally by loosening the
set screw and adjusting the backplate inboard
or outboard as needed. An ideal alignment is
achieved when the chainring is centered in the
upper guide. Once achieved, tighten the set
screw to 1.5 Nm.
4. Adjust the height of the guide within the
adjustment slot on the backplate. There should
be roughly 3mm of space between the chain
and the ceiling of the guide. Tighten the upper
guide bolt to 1.5 Nm.
5. If desired position cannot be reached, lower
the bracket in braze-on tab slot until desired
position is reached (see note, right).

COMPATIBILITY MATRIX
Measurement
(mm)

Compatible
Chain Ring Sizes

Less than 116

38-40

116-120

38-42

120-124

38-44

124-128

38-46

128-132

40-48

132-136

42-50

Greater than 136

44-52

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Ensure that 20mm of
overlap between braze tab
and bracket exists!
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SEAT TUBE CLAMP MODEL INSTALLATION
1. Consult compatibility matrix (right) and
determine where to place clamp in relation to
the center of the BB or crank spindle (FIG B).
Measurements are taken to the bottom of the
clamp.
2. Install the clamp onto the frame and place
clamp at height corresponding to your chain
ring size. Tighten the clamp bolt to 3 Nm.
COMPATIBILITY MATRIX
3. Install the backplate (with guide piece
Measurement
Compatible
(mm)
Chain Ring Sizes
installed) and bracket onto the clamp’s brazeon tab. Tighten the mounting bolt to 3 Nm.
116
38-42
4. Align the guide laterally by loosening the
120
44
set screw and adjusting the backplate inboard
124
46
or outboard as needed. An ideal alignment is
128
48
achieved when the chainring is centered in the
132
50
guide. Once achieved, tighten the set screw to
136
52
1.5 Nm.
5. Fine-tune the height of the guide within the adjustment slot on the backplate.
There should be roughly 3mm of space between the chain and the ceiling of the
guide. Tighten the upper guide bolt to 1.5 Nm.
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For optimal performance, MRP recommends using single-ring
specific chainrings - like our Wave™ rings - with the 1x guide.
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
Always test your guide setup in a safe environment. Check for
contact between the guide and the chain or chainring and adjust
accordingly.
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